Why Sentence Is My Essence Of Been Here Today

ANSWER:

The word sentence can be define as a set of words that is complete in itself, typically containing a subject and predicate, conveying a statement, question, exclamation or command and consisting of a main clauses and sometimes one or more subordinate clauses, or a group of words that makes a meaning, that to say a sentence must be meaningful and express a complete thought.

Types Of Sentences

1. Statement: This gives information, declaration or as a statement. e.g John is no longer working. Mary is a girl.

2. Question (interrogative): It asks question and ends with question mark (?). e.g. How many times did I call you? (Direct)? Is it true that she stole the shoe? (Indirect)?

3. Command: This gives command instruction or makes request. e.g. Stand up, sit down, get out, etc.

4. Exclamation: This expresses strong feelings, e.g. surprise, pain, fear, etc. And always ends with exclamation mark (!) Oh my God

From the above definitions/explanation, it is clear that sentence is our essence or the reason why we are here, that is to say we cannot do without it, because it play vital role in our day to day activities.

However, spending time on mechanics of sentence structure can make a huge different in our writing. Sentence structure is important and is something all writers should know.

Therefore learning how vary sentence structure is a great skill to have and will save you frustration in the long run.
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